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Transparency of rules and proofs
- Formulas contain programs
- Basic rules for each programming construct
- Rule application corresponds to symbolic execution

Handling “real” object-oriented language Java

Requires extensions and new concepts
Verification of Java Card: Difficulties

- Program state depends on the objects and their attributes
- Aliasing
- Polymorphism (dynamic binding)
- Evaluation of Java expressions may have side effects
- Programming constructs such as
  - abrupt termination (e.g. exceptions)
  - built-in data types (incl. arrays and strings)
  - initialisation of objects
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Syntax

- Modal operators $[p]$ and $\langle p \rangle$ for each program $p$
- Refer to the final state of $p$

Semantics

- $[p] F$: If $p$ terminates, then $F$ holds in the final state
  (partial correctness)
- $\langle p \rangle F$: $p$ terminates and $F$ holds in the final state
  (total correctness)
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Expressivity of Dynamic Logic

Hoare triple

\[ F \rightarrow [p] G \quad \text{the same as} \quad \{F\} \ p \ \{G\} \]

Simple example

\[ \forall n (\langle x = \text{is\_even}(n); \rangle x = \text{true} \rightarrow \langle x = \text{is\_even}(n+2); \rangle x = \text{true}) \]
Rule for if-else

premisses

\[ \Gamma, b = \text{true} \vdash \langle p \rangle F \quad \Gamma, b = \text{false} \vdash \langle q \rangle F \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash \langle \text{if} \,(b) \, \{p\} \, \text{else} \, \{q\} \rangle F \]

conclusion
Rule for if-else

**premisses**

\[ \Gamma, \ b = \text{true} \vdash \langle p \rangle F \]

\[ \Gamma, \ b = \text{false} \vdash \langle q \rangle F \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash \langle \text{if}(b) \ \{ p \} \ \text{else} \ \{ q \} \rangle F \]

**new proof obligation**

**conclusion**

**old proof obligation**
Abrupt Termination in Java

Reasons for abrupt termination

- **continue**  (with or w/o label)
  - loop  (current iteration)

- **break**  (with or w/o label)
  - loop, switch, labelled block

- **exception**
  - try-catch statement
    - (also: block, loop, method)

- **return**
  - method
    - (also: try-catch, block, loop)
Abrupt Termination in Java: Examples

Loop terminated by `break`

```java
while (true) {
    if (i==10) break;
    i++;
}
```
Abrupt Termination in Java: Examples

try-catch-finally with exception

```java
try {
    x = y / z;
} catch (ArithmeticException e) {
    x = 0;
} finally {
    z = z + 1;
}
```
New semantics for $\langle p \rangle F$:

$p$ terminates **normally (not abruptly)** and $F$ holds in the final state

There is no “return value” describing the reason for termination
possible contexts of an abrupt termination

- method
- block
- switch statement
- while, do-while, for loops
- try-catch-finally statement
Rule for while Loops

Symbolic execution of one loop iteration

\[ \Gamma \vdash \langle \text{if}(b)p \ \text{while}(b)\{p\}\rangle F \]
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Rule for while Loops

Symbolic execution of one loop iteration

\[ \Gamma \vdash \langle \text{if}(b) l_1{:}{l_2{:}\{p'\}} \text{ while}(b){\{p\}} \rangle F \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash \langle \text{while}(b){\{p\}} \rangle F \]

Construction of \( p' \):

- `break` \( \rightarrow \) `break l_1`
- `continue` \( \rightarrow \) `break l_2`
Rule for while Loops: Example

```java
while (true) {
    if (i==10) break;
    i++;
}
```
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Rule for while Loops: Example

while (true) {
    if (i==10) break;
    i++;
}  \(p\)

\[\Gamma \vdash \langle \text{if(true)11:}\{\text{12:}\{\text{if(i==10) break 11; i++;}\}\} F \]

\[\Gamma \vdash \langle \text{while(true)\{if(i==10) break; i++;\}\} F \]
Rule for Exception that is Caught

\[ \Gamma \vdash \text{instanceof}(\text{exc}, T) \quad \Gamma \vdash \langle \text{try}\{e=\text{exc}; q\}\text{finally}\{r\}\rangle F \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash \langle \text{try}\{\text{throw} \\text{exc}; p\}\text{catch}(T \ e)\{q\}\text{finally}\{r\}\rangle F \]
try {throw exc; return 3;}
catch (Exception e) {return 4;}
finally {return 5;}

try {throw exc; return 3;}
catch (Exception e) {return 4;}
finally {return 5;}

Γ ⊢ instanceof (exc, Exception)

Γ ⊢ \{try{e=exc; return 4;}finally{return 5;}\} F

Γ ⊢ \{try{throw exc; return 3;} catch(Exception e){return 4;} finally{return 5;}\} F
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Rule for Exception that is Caught: Example

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma, e &= \text{exc} \vdash \langle \text{try} \{\text{return} 4;\} \text{finally} \{\text{return} 5;\} \rangle F \\
\Gamma &\vdash \ldots \\
\Gamma &\vdash \langle \text{try} \{\text{e=exc}; \text{return} 4;\} \text{finally} \{\text{return} 5;\} \rangle F \\
\Gamma &\vdash \langle \text{try} \{\text{throw} \text{exc}; \text{return} 3;\} \\
&\quad \text{catch(Exception e)}\{\text{return} 4;\} \\
&\quad \text{finally} \{\text{return} 5;\}\rangle F
\end{align*}
\]
Rule for Exception that is Caught: Example

\[
\Gamma, e = \text{exc} \vdash \langle \text{return } 5; \text{ return } 4; \rangle F
\]

\[
\Gamma, e = \text{exc} \vdash \langle \text{try}\{\text{return } 4;\}\text{finally}\{\text{return } 5;\} \rangle F
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash \ldots
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash \langle \text{try}\{\text{e=exc; return } 4;\}\text{finally}\{\text{return } 5;\} \rangle F
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash \langle \text{try}\{\text{throw exc; return } 3;\}
\quad \text{catch(Exception e)}\{\text{return } 4;\}
\quad \text{finally}\{\text{return } 5;\} \rangle F
\]
Example

Proof obligation

while (true) {
    if (i==10) then break;
    i++;
}

terminates with $i = 10$ if started with $0 \leq i \leq 10$

Formal

$0 \leq i, i \leq 10 \vdash \langle p \rangle i = 10$
Example

\begin{align*}
\text{empty prog.} & \quad i = 10 \quad \text{induction hypothesis} \\
\text{break} & \\
\text{break} & \\
\text{if} & \\
\text{if} & \\
\text{while} & \\
\text{while} & \\
\text{if} & \\
\text{if} & \\
\text{if} & \\
\text{if} & \\
\text{while} & \\
\text{n} = 0 & \\
\text{n} \rightarrow n + 1 & \\
\therefore (\forall n)((n \leq 10 \land i = 10 - n) \rightarrow \langle p \rangle_i = 10) & \\
\text{choice of induction hypothesis} & \\
0 \leq i, \quad i \leq 10 & \therefore \langle p \rangle_i = 10
\end{align*}

\begin{verbatim}
while (true) {
  if (i==10) then
    break;
  i++;
}
\end{verbatim}